Label-free NMR-based dissociation kinetics determination.
Understanding the dissociation of molecules is the basis to modulate interactions of biomedical interest. Optimizing drugs for dissociation rates is found to be important for their efficacy, selectivity, and safety. Here, we show an application of the high-power relaxation dispersion (RD) method to the determination of the dissociation rates of weak binding ligands from receptors. The experiment probes proton RD on the ligand and, therefore, avoids the need for any isotopic labeling. The large ligand excess eases the detection significantly. Importantly, the use of large spin-lock fields allows the detection of faster dissociation rates than other relaxation approaches. Moreover, this experimental approach allows to access directly the off-rate of the binding process without the need for analyzing a series of samples with increasing ligand saturation. The validity of the method is shown with small molecule interactions using two macromolecules, bovine serum albumin and tubulin heterodimers.